
1 plasterkit

2 plasterkit BA13

plasterkit

plasterkit BA13

technics

 
 

LW

in case of installation with plasterkit

in case of installation with BA13

Name

Down-in-line 153 single directional

Down-in-line 153 single directional

Down-in-line 153 double directional

Down-in-line 153 double directional

Down-in-line 153 triple directional

Reference

kr918313, kr918323

kr918383

kr928313, kr928323

kr928383, kr928413, kr928423

kr938513, kr938523

plasterkit: L x W x D

163x163x165

163x163x200

273x163x165

273x163x200   

406x163x200

Down-in-line 153 triple directional kr938313, kr938323 406x163x165

Down-in-line 153 single kr918333 163x163x190

D

install plasterkit on the ceiling and
fix it  with plasterboard screws

plaster ceiling to hide screws
and plaster kit

adjust brackets to correct ceiling
thickness and fold strips

Name

Down-in-line 153 single directional

Down-in-line 153 single directional

Down-in-line 153 double directional

Down-in-line 153 double directional

Down-in-line 153 triple directional

Reference

kr918313, kr918323

kr918383

kr928313, kr928323

kr928383, kr928413, kr928423

kr938513, kr938523

Æ x D

300x165

300x200

300x200

300x200   

Down-in-line 153 triple directional kr938313, kr938323

Down-in-line 153 single kr918333 300x165

ø 

T

T= ceiling thickness = 12,5-13mm!

T

D

install plasterkit on the ceiling and
fix it  with screws plaster ceiling to hide screwsadjust V-marks for the alignment

3 marks for screwing



3

4

connection

installation

installation

installation

make connection with provided 
connector, use correct voltage

                 connect the appliance                   fold the springs inward

click !

install correct gear with strain 
relief on hollow ceiling

min. 20cm

install lamps

CLICK!

in case of QR-LP111 lamptype in case of QT-12ax aim the lamp

insert lamp and install glass on reflector     
make earth-connection and
connect the connector

1. remove plastic cap

1. 2.

note: to avoid scratches, do not
turn bracket while replacing lamp

Name Reference

HIT-Tc reflector 15° kr700583

HIT-Tc reflector 30° kr700585

HIT-Tc reflector 55° kr700587

In case of HIT-Tc with reflector     

click !

Please make sure that 
main voltage is disconnected
before proceeding!

Name

Down-in-line 153 single directional

Down-in-line 153 single directional

Down-in-line 153 double directional

Down-in-line 153 double directional

Down-in-line 153 triple directional

Reference

kr918313, kr918323

kr918383

kr928313, kr928323

kr928383, kr928413, kr928423

kr938513, kr938523

12V

230V/5kV

12V

12V+230V/5kV

12V+230V/5kV

Down-in-line 153 triple directional kr938313, kr938323 12V

Down-in-line 153 single kr918333 230V



5 louvre
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insert louvre in lamp assembly. use 
safety string to fix louvre to plasterkit

insert the lamp in the socket and
push the lamp on the directional set

click !

remove earthingwire from connector     
connect the connector of the socket

Name Reference

HIR-CE111 kr700580

In case of HIR-CE111 with reflector

aim the lamp

6 pictures


